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Abstract

Wireless Multi-Hop Networks (such as Mobile Ad hoc Networks, Wireless
Sensor Networks, and Wireless Mesh Networks) promise improved flexibility,
reliability, and performance compared to conventional Wireless Local Area
Networks (WLAN) or sensor installations. They can be deployed quickly to provide
network connectivity in areas without existing backbone/back-haul infrastructure,
such as disaster areas, impassable terrain, or underserved communities. Due to their
distributed nature, routing algorithms for these types of networks have to be self-
organized. Ant routing is a bio-inspired self-organized method for routing, which is
a promising approach for routing in such Wireless Multi-Hop Networks. This
chapter provides an introduction to Wireless Multi-Hop Networks, their specific
challenges, and an overview of the ant algorithms available for routing in such
networks.

Keywords: ant algorithms, wireless networks, ad hoc networks, mesh networks,
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1. Introduction

Wireless Mesh Networks (WMNs) and Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks (MANETs)
are applied in situations where there is no predefined network structure consisting
of routers and base station or where the network is dynamic due to a growing
number of nodes or mobile nodes moving into areas that have not been previously
covered by a base station. Examples for such networks are Wireless Sensor Net-
works (WSNs) [1], vehicle ad-hoc networks [2], Wireless Senthe OLPC mesh net-
work for children’s computer in developing countries [3], and open grassroots
initiatives to support free computer networks such as the Freifunk initiative in
Germany [4] or the Funkfeuer initiative in Austria [5].

Routing of messages is a major challenge in such networks due to the dynamic or
not a priori known network structure. Besides the problem of finding an optimum
(or acceptable route) for a message, there is also a mutual influence of a used route
on other routes. This calls for a self-organizing approach [6] of choosing routes that
are near-optimal on a global level with a decision based on local information.

Artificial ant algorithms give a promising approach for such algorithms. Artifi-
cial ant algorithms are bio-inspired algorithms based on real ants’ foraging behavior
using a local gradient-following search strategy with pheromone trails. There are
different ways how an ant-inspired algorithm can be implemented in Wireless
Multi-Hop Networks, for example, by representing ants via network packets and
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the pheromone by values assigned to the network nodes. Besides the mapping of
biological properties into a computer network, Algorithms differ in how route
discovery and maintenance are implemented. This chapter investigates different
ant algorithms and discusses their applicability to routing in wireless multi-hop
networks.

The following section gives an introduction to ant-inspired emergence and self-
organization. In Section 2, three forms of Wireless Multi-Hop Networks are intro-
duced (MANET, WSN, or WMN). Section 3 describes first the seminal ant routing
algorithm developed for routing in such networks, AntHocNet, followed by an
overview of algorithms which build upon this algorithm. Section 4 provides a
summary and concluding remarks.

2. Wireless Multi-Hop Networks

Recent advances in wireless communications have enabled the development of
Wireless Multi-Hop Networks. Often also called Wireless Ad-Hoc Networks we will
in the following use the term Wireless Multi-Hop Network to avoid confusion with
(Mobile) Ad-Hoc Networks described in the next section. A Wireless Multi-Hop
Network is a network where nodes communicate via several hops of wireless trans-
missions over equivalent nodes instead of a central base station. In this chapter we
distinguish between (Mobile) Ad-Hoc Networks, Sensor Networks and Wireless
Mesh Networks, which are described in the following.

2.1 (Mobile) Ad-Hoc Networks

An Ad-Hoc Network is defined as a network where all nodes communicate with
one another on an ad-hoc basis without a central base station [7]. While sometimes
the term is used in literature to denote a Wireless Multi-Hop Network, we use it
here to denote a wireless network that does not differentiate between client nodes
and dedicated routing nodes. The typical node is a somewhat powerful device such
as a (ruggedized) laptop, smartphone, first-responder communication device, or a
device that is integrated in a vehicle, all of which are possibly mobile (see Figure 1).
In this case, the network is called a Mobile Ad-Hoc NETwork (MANET). These
networks were originally developed for military use to enable troop communica-
tions in areas where no communications infrastructure was previously deployed.
MANETs are also envisioned for emergency and disaster networking where the
borders between MANETs and WMNs (see below) are flowing [8].

Several “classical” routing algorithms have been developed for MANETs, the
most prominent being:

DSR: Dynamic Source Routing Protocol was developed in 1994 by David B.
Johnson [9]. It is a reactive protocol which means that the protocol only builds
routes on-demand. This is advantageous in highly volatile networks where it
makes no sense to invest routing overhead to build and maintain routes that
might go stale before they are used. On the other hand, traffic incurs a route-
setup delay because the route is not built in advance. DSR is being
standardized by the IETF [10],

DSDV: Destination-Sequenced Distance-Vector Protocol was developed by
Charles Perkins and Pravin Bhagwat in 1994 [11]. It is a pro-active routing
protocol, which means that routes are built in advance. This avoids the route-
setup delay incurred by reactive protocols but, in highly volatile networks, a
lot of routing overhead might be spent to set up and maintain routes that break
before they can be used,
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AODV: Ad hoc On-Demand Distance Vector Routing [12] developed 1999 by
Charles Perkins and Elizabeth Royer which is a reactive routing protocol, and

OLSR: Optimized Link State Routing Protocol [13] which was developed by
Jacquet et al. in 2001. It is a proactive routing protocol and has been
standardized by the IETF as experimental RFC 3626 [14].

2.2 Sensor Networks

A Sensor Network (or Wireless Sensor Network, WSN) is a wireless network that
consists of many sensor nodes which are spatially deployed to cooperatively moni-
tor physical or environmental conditions (see Figure 2). WSNs were initially devel-
oped for the military for applications such as battlefield surveillance. However,
WSNs are now used in civilian application areas like environmental monitoring
[15–17]. In contrast to MANETs sensor nodes are typically tiny (so-called “motes”)
and deployed densely in huge numbers, often on inaccessible terrain. Therefore,
sensor network protocols must be self-organizing.

One of the major problems in sensor networks is the limited power as each
sensor only has a small battery. While some sensors use technologies like solar cells
to refresh their batteries, routing protocols for sensor networks typically try to
optimize for power efficiency [18]. InWSNs, typically the sink initializes routing by
issuing a query for measurement data. Sensor nodes answer the query by sending
their data back to the sink. To save energy, data may be aggregated along the way
(data-centric routing). To facilitate this, the sensor field is often divided into clusters
or subnets. All nodes of a cluster first send their data to the respective cluster head,
which then processes and routes the data to the sink. If the sensors are equipped
with location finding devices like GPS (Global Positioning System), knowledge of
the position can be used to ease cluster formation or perform geo-routing. Well
known non-ant routing protocols for WSNs include:

Gossiping is an early approach derived from flooding [19],
SPIN: Sensor Protocols for Information via Negotiation is a family of protocols
based on data-centric routing, developed by Heinzelman et al. in 1999 [20],

Figure 1.
MANET architecture. Nodes connect on an ad-hoc basis without dedicated routers or base stations.
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GPSR: Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing in Wireless Networks, a geo-routing
algorithm developed by Brad Karp in 2000 [21, 22],

LEACH: Low-Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy developed by Heinzelman
et al. in 2000 [23] which is a clustering-based protocol that minimizes energy
dissipation,

SAR: Sequential Assignment Routing is an algorithm which selects paths based
on energy resources, a QoS metric, and the packet’s priority level. SAR was
developed by Sohrabi et al. in 2000 [24] as part of a protocol suite for WSNs,
and

Directed Diffusion, an approach using data-centric dissemination,
reinforcement-based adaptation to the empirically best path, and in-network
data aggregation and caching. Directed Diffusion was developed by
Intanagonwiwat et al. in 2000 [25].

2.3 Wireless Mesh Networks

A Wireless Mesh Network (WMN) is a wireless networking architecture in which
nodes are connected via a wireless backbone [26]. In contrast to MANETs, though,
the wireless backbone in a WMN is typically fixed. Iow. a WMN consists of non-
moving wireless mesh router nodes which constitute the wireless backbone and
(potentially mobile) client nodes (see Figure 3). Router nodes can be mesh routers
only (so-called Mesh Points, MP [27]) or act as combined WLAN Mesh Access
Points (MAPs)/routers.

WMNs can be used as access networks to the Internet, where one or several
Mesh Portal Points (MPP) connect the mesh to the Internet. They can also be used
in disaster areas, for emergency response teams, and for the military. The boundary
towards MANETs is somewhat fluid in these cases [8]. Consider, for example, a
rescue operation where wireless routers are installed on top of firetrucks. When the
firetrucks arrive at the scene, they stop and provide the wireless backbone for the
firefighters’ communication devices. This scenario can be seen as aWMN as well as
as a MANET.

Even with a stationary wireless backbone, the characteristics of wireless chan-
nels and the interaction of the MAC layer with the higher layers in the network

Figure 2.
WSN architecture. Sensor nodes are deployed in a sensor field and deliver their measurements through a sink to
the Internet.
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stack make routing in WMNs a hard problem. Wireless links vary over time and
problems like the hidden node problem or the exposed node problem influence
routing algorithm’s performance. Therefore, a “wireless-aware” routing algorithm is
necessary.

WMNs have slightly different constraints and pose different problems than
MANETs and sensor networks. For example, the power constraint which is very
prominent in sensor networks typically does not exist in WMNs [8]. When WMNs
are used as access networks to the Internet “normal internet traffic” has to be
assumed. This means application traffic like streaming, web browsing, VoIP (Voice
over IP) and video conference traffic, or email, which use the standard TCP (or
UDP) protocol stack. Routing algorithms forWMNs have mostly been adapted from
the (Mobile) Ad-Hoc Networking Community.

3. Ant Colony Optimization and Ant-Routing Algorithms

Ant algorithms are inspired by the natural foraging behavior of certain species of
ants. Based on the famous double bridge experiment, reported on by Goss, Aron,
Denebourg and Pasteels in 1989 [28], ant-inspired optimization was then codified
into an Ant Colony Optimization metaheuristic [29] which was originally
implemented in algorithms such as Ant System [30] and Ant Colony System [31].

In general, algorithms using the Ant Colony Optimization metaheuristic work as
follows: an optimization problem is transformed into a graph G ¼ V,Eð Þ, ants travel
along the graph using pheromones (if present) to choose a path stochastically and
after the ants have finished their travel, the pheromone values in the graph are
updated according to the “goodness” of the solutions found by the ants. Many
algorithm variants, also improve their results with a local search phase that is
applied before updating the pheromone values. Besides other combinatorial

Figure 3.
WMN architecture. Client nodes connect via a wireless backbone. MP, Mesh Point; MAP, Mesh Access Point;
MPP, Mesh Portal Point.
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optimization problems, these algorithms have been shown to be able to solve the
traveling salesman problem. In Ant System, the first algorithm to implement the Ant
Colony Optimization metaheuristic, the ants choose their path according to Eq. (1):

pkij ¼
ταijη

β
ijP

cil ∈N spð Þτ
α
ilη

β
il

if cij ∈N spð Þ,

0 otherwise

8><
>: (1)

where an ant k in a city i chooses the next city j with probability pkij with sp the
partial solution constructed so far and N spð the set of possible edges leading only to
cities not visited so far. The parameters α and β balance the importance of
pheromone versus the local heuristic ηij ¼ 1=dij with dij the distance between city i
and city j.

Pheromones are updated using the update rule in Eq. (2):

τij  1� ρð Þ � τij þ
Xm
k¼1

Δτkij: (2)

with ρ the evaporation rate, m the number of ants and Δτkij proportional to the
inverse of the lenght of the tour ant k took if that link was chosen (0 otherwise).

A variant aimed specifically at (wired) networks is AntNet [32]. These algo-
rithms were not developed with Wireless Multi-Hop Networks in mind, though. As
described above, Wireless Multi-Hop Networks have their own challenges in addi-
tion to the challenges of routing in a fixed network.

In the following, we will describe the seminal ant routing algorithm developed
for Wireless Multi-Hop Networks, AntHocNet [33], and then give an overview of
the typical features of other ant routing algorithms for these types of networks.

3.1 AntHocNet

AntHocNet [33], 2005, by Di Caro, Ducatelle, and Gambardella is the seminal ant
algorithm developed for mobile ad-hoc networks. It addresses the special challenges
that such wireless networks pose: bandwidth is typically less than in fixed networks,
and links can change their quality or break. Therefore, AntHocNet is realized as a
hybrid algorithm that combines features from pro-active and reactive routing pro-
tocols. In this way, it does not waste resources to set up paths before any packet is
sent, which might not exist anymore by the time they are eventually needed.

Like all wireless routing algorithms, nodes running AntHocNet need to deter-
mine which other nodes are reachable by wireless transmission (iow. the one-hop
neighborhood). AntHocNet nodes do this by broadcasting very short “hello” mes-
sages at regular intervals. Receiving nodes then set up these neighboring nodes in
their respective routing tables, but without any routing information yet. These
“hello” messages are also used to detect link failures.

When a new data packet is to be sent from a source node s to a destination node
d, the algorithm enters its reactive path setup phase. There exist two possibilities:
either there already exists routing information for a path between s and d (after the
protocol has run for a while and packets have already been sent) or not. Depending
on whether routing information already exists or not, AntHocNet sends so-called
“forward ants” either by broadcasting them (if no routing information for the
required route exists yet) or by unicasting them stochastically along one of the
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already known routes. For unicasting, the pheromone routing tables at the inter-
mediate nodes are exploited and the next hop n towards the destination d is chosen
stochastically with a probability Pnd according to Eq. (3):

Pnd ¼
T i

nd

� �β
P

j∈N i
d
T i

jd

� �β , β≥ 1: (3)

with i the current node, n the next hop, T the respecitve pheromone value, N i
d

the set of possible neighbors and a coefficient β that controls how explorative the
algorithm behavior is.

If there is no pheromone information available yet, the forward ant is broad-
casted. To avoid flooding the network with too much traffic, these broadcast ants
are restricted in several ways: 1) after a number of hops, they are killed, 2) when a
node receives several ants stemming from the same broadcast (that took different
paths to reach this node), it will only pass on those ants which came via sufficiently
good paths (using the number of hops and travel time as metrics). The threshold for
this can be set by a parameter α1. In this way, several parallel paths can be explored
while the worst paths are quickly excluded and overhead (which is always of special
concern in wireless networks) is kept at a reasonable level. A second parameter α2 is
used to spread paths more widely among the network: broadcast ants which took a
different first hop than previous ants stemming from the same broadcast, this less
restrictive parameter α2 is applied instead of α1.

Ants memorize the path they travel and when a forward ant has reached the
destination node, a so-called backward ant is created which travels back the path
P ¼ s! n1 ! n2 ! … ! d it came. This backward ant then updates all the phero-
mone information along the path according to Eq. (4):

T i
nd ¼ γT i

nd þ 1� γð Þτid, γ ∈ 0, 1½ �: (4)

where τid is an expression of the “goodness” of the path, based on an estimate of
the average time to send a packet over the path P calculated from measurements at
each node’s MAC layer.

After one or several path(s) has been found and while a data session is running,
AntHocNet forwards the data packets stochastically along all the available paths
using the same Eq. (3) as the forward ants but with a higher value of β. This means
that data packets have a more exploitative behavior than ant packets which explore
more.

During a data session, AntHocNet enters its pro-active phase and sends forward
ants in addition to the data packets. These again use Eq. (3) but have a small
probability of being broadcast instead. The ants that follow the existing path via
Eq. (3) update the current quality of the existing path while those ants that are
broadcast can potentially find new, better paths which will then be immediately
used as potential paths to route data. Due to the way paths are determined and
updated during the pro-active phase and due to the stochastic nature of the data
routing, data packets are sent in an automatically load-balanced way through the
network which expecially helps with wireless transmission as two parallel paths use
the same transmission medium and therefore can potentially greatly influence each
other.

AntHocNet also addresses link failures, which occur much more frequently in the
wireless domain. As mentioned before, link failure can be detected via “hello”
messages – if there has not been an “hello” message for a certain amount of time
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(several times the regular sending interval), a link to a node will be considered
broken. A link is also considered broken if a unicast message to a node fails. The
algorithm then enters its local path repair mode where it broadcasts so-called “path
repair ants” that work just like the forward ants in reactive mode, except that they
are more limited in their maximum number of allowed broadcasts. If a path can be
repaired within a certain amount of time, the data packets (which will have been
buffered in the meantime) will be sent to the destination node. If the path can not
be re-established within a reasonable time limit, the data is discarded and link
failure notifications are broadcasted to the surrounding nodes.

3.2 ARA

ARA (Ant-Colony-based Routing Algorithm) was proposed for MANETs by
Güne s, Sorges and Bouazizi in 2002 [34]. ARA is based on a version of Ant Colony
Optimization which the authors call “Simple ACO”. Its main goal is to reduce the
overhead of routing as compared to classical routing algorithms. The algorithm
consists of three phases: route discovery, route maintenance, and route failure
handling. It uses routing tables at each node ni which consist of records of the form
nd, nn,φi,n
� �

where nd is the destination node, nn the next hop node and φi,n the
pheromone value for this link and destination. Ants carry a sequence number and
the source address they originated from.

The transition rule looks very much like that of AntHocNet (cf. also Eq. (3)) with
a coefficient of β1 ¼ 1:

pi,n ¼

φi,nP
j∈Ni

φi,j
n∈Ni

0 n ∉ Ni

8><
>: (5)

where pi,n is the transition probability of going from the current node ni to node
nn and Ni is the set of one-hop neighbors of ni.

In contrast to AntHocNet, though, ants are used differently as follows:

• During route discovery, forward ants do not follow the transition rule but are
broadcasted instead. Duplicate forward ants can be detected by their sequence
number and source address and are not forwarded.

• On its way through the network, the forward ant immediately updates the
pheromone tables at the nodes – for the way back to the source. The forward
ant is interpreted similarly to backward ants in AntHocNet. When a forward
ant arrives at a node, the routing table entry where nd equals the source address
in the ant and nn equals the last hop the ant took is updated. Backward ants are
used analogously and establish the path to the destination node as usual.

The pheromone update rule in ARA is quite simple; an ant changes the phero-
mone value moving from node ni to nn by a constant amount:

φi,n ≔φi,n þ Δφ: (6)

Güneş et al. suggest that the number of hops an ant has traveled to the current
node could also be included in the calculation of the new amount of pheromone.
Pheromone is evaporated in regular intervals according to the evaporation rule
shown in Eq. (7). The authors suggest that the link quality measurements should be
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incorporated into the evaporation rule rather than into the pheromone update rule
as usual. This has the advantage that nodes can update local changes of link quality
much more quickly. On the other hand, the disadvantage of this method is that the
quality reflected by the amount of pheromone reflects local link quality only instead
of end-to-end path quality.

φi,n ≔ 1� qð Þ � φi,n, q∈ 0, 1ð � (7)

Route maintenance is done by observing the traffic flowing through the net-
work. Traffic does not have to be encapsulated in ant packets; rather, nodes auton-
omously update the pheromone tables according to the pheromone update rule
already shown in Eq. (6). For each packet of traffic observed by the node, the
pheromone value is increased by the constant amount Δφ. This has the advantage
that route reinforcement happens “automatically” without the need for extra ant
packets.

To prevent the creation of loops, ARA implements a simple loop avoidance
mechanism. When a node recognizes the duplicate reception of a data packet
(identifiable by sequence number and address), it sets an error flag and sends the
packet back to the previous node which removes the link from its routing table.

Route failures are recognized by missing acknowledgements. When a link fails,
a node first checks whether it has another route to the required destination in its
routing table. If this is the case, it sends the packet via this alternative link. If not,
the node informs its neighbors anticipating that they can relay the packet. Failing
this, the mechanism tracks back until it arrives back at the source node. In that case,
a new route discovery phase has to be initiated by the source node.

3.3 ARAMA

Ant Routing Algorithm for Mobile Ad-hoc networks (ARAMA) was published
by Hussein, Saadawi and Lee in 2005 [35]. It is targeted at MANETs and WSNs and
focuses on fair resource usage – esp. node energy – across the network. To achieve
this, the forward ants carry not only source and destination address and intermedi-
ate node IDs but also quality information about the path. To prevent ants from
growing too big, the path information is calculated as a normalized local index and
computed into a cumulative path index as shown in Eqs. (8) and (9) below. The ant
only carries the path index. This novel path index is the main contribution of the
paper.

Let pi,m node i’s normalized optimization parameter m with 0< pi,m < 1. This can
be the number of hops, battery power, delay, bandwidth, etc. Then the local nor-
malized index Ii for node i is

Ii ¼
X
m

ampi,m (8)

where am is the weight of this parameter with
P

mam ¼ 1. This leads to 0≤ Ii ≤ 1.
As the forward ant passes a node it updates the path information it carries by
calculating the path index Ipath as follows:

Ipath ¼
Y
i

Ii: (9)

Since 0≤ Ii ≤ 1 also 0≤ Ipath ≤ 1. A bottleneck link on the path correctly influ-
ences the overall path index as the value of Ipath is smaller than the smallest Ii along
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the path. When the forward ant reaches the destination, the path grade ρ is
computed as

ρ ¼ f Ipath, Ipath,best
� �

(10)

where Ipath,best is the best Ipath received in the last W number of ants (W a
suitable window size).

With d the destination node, i the current node, and n the next hop node the
transition rule used by ARAMA is given as

pd,i,n ¼

fun τd,i,n, ηi,n
� �

P
j∈Ni

fun τd,i,j, ηi,j
� � , n∈Ni

0 n ∉ Ni

8>>><
>>>:

(11)

where τd,i,n is the pheromone value for going from current node i to destination d
via next neighbor n and ηi,n is the local heuristic value of the link i, nð Þ. Function
fun τd,i,n, ηi,n

� �
is chosen to give a high function value when τd,i,n and ηi,n are high; eg.

as in the transition rule of AntHocNet.
When the backward ant traverses the network back to the source, the phero-

mones are updated with the pheromone update rule:

τd,i,n ≔
f evap ρdð Þτd,i,nÞ þ genf ρdð Þ if n∈Path

f evap ρdð Þτd,i,nÞ if n ∉ Path

(
(12)

with f evapðÞ the evaporation function, genf the enforcement function, and ρd the
path grade for this path calculated from the information in the forward ant as
shown above.

The authors also propose two very interesting extensions to the algorithm:
Negative Backward Ants are sent if a forward ant dies due to running out of
TTL (time-to-live) or loop detection. In this case, a negative backward ant is
sent which deemphasizes the path by decreasing its pheromone levels.

Destination Trail Ants implement the RARE (Receiver Assisted Routing
Enhancement) concept by the same group (Abdelmalek, Hussein, and
Saadawi [36]). With this technique, destination nodes send so called
“destination trail ants” into the network which randomly mark paths leading
to the destination. When forward ants search for this destination there is a
probability that they will hit a destination trail left behind by a destination trail
ant. This helps to speed up connection setup time.

3.4 AMQR

Ant colony based Multi-path QoS-aware Routing (AMQR) was developed for
MANETs by Liu and Feng in 2005 [37]. It is based on ARA (introduced in Section
3.2). In contrast to ARA it supports link-disjoint multi-path routing.

Like ARA it uses the transistion rule from AntHocNet with a factor β1 ¼ 1
(cf. Eq. (3)).

pi,n ¼
φi,nP
j∈Ni

φi,j
, if n∈Ni

0 if n ∉ Ni

8<
: (13)
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with pi,n the probability to go from node ni to nn and Ni the set of neighbors of ni
in dependence of the pheromone value φi,n.

As in ARA, forward ants mark the trail back to the source as they move while
backward ants update the trail to the destination. The pheromone values are
updated as follows:

φi,n ≔ 1� αð Þ � φi,n þ Δφi,n (14)

with α the pheromone decay parameter and Δφi,n calculated as

Δφi, n ¼ q�mh�n (15)

where q is the delay time and h the hop count experienced by the ant so far. The
parameters m and n are the weights that determine the relative importance of time
delay and hop count.

Forward ants use a frame format of ns, nd, SeqN,HopC, PasN,ArrTð Þ, :, :ð Þ, …½ �h i.
where ns is the ID of the source node, nd the ID of the destination node, and SeqN and
HopC the sequence number and hop count of the ant respectively. The list
PasN,ArrTð Þ, …½ � contains the IDs of the nodes PasN passed by the ant and the

relevant arrival times ArrT. Backward ants use the same frame format as forward
ants but without SeqN and HopC.

The routing table has the usual entries nd, nn,φi,n
� �

with nd the destination, nn
the next hop and φi,n the pheromone value for this link.

During route discovery, a source node first sends hello packets to determine its
neighbors and then broadcasts a forward ant. Therefore, there is more than one
copy of the forward ant in the system. When an intermediate node receives a
forward ant more than once and the ant’s hop count HopCnew ≤HopCold þ Δhops
another entry is made in the routing table to record this alternative path. Parameter
Δhops is the threshold for an acceptable additional path length to avoid overly long
alternative paths. Backward ants always choose the best path back to the source.

Nodes exchange routing information by additional communication and build
their own view of the topology, and only link-disjoint routes are used. The same
concept is used in PPRA shown later (see Section 3.6). Load balancing and route
failures are handled as in ARA.

To support QoS, nodes monitor their state and the delay recorded in the ants
they receive. If the delay in an ant exceeds a certain limit, the pheromone for the
respective link is set to 0 and the other pheromone values in the routing table are
adjusted to eliminate this high-delay link. If the node itself is overloaded, it initiates
a new backward ant to the source to change the route.

3.5 Scalable Ant-based Routing

Ohtaki et al. [38] focus on the scalability of ant-based routing for MANETs.
Their algorithm is based on uniform ant routing [39] and borrows the TTL-limiting
technique from HSLS (Hazy Sighted Link State) routing [40].

As in uniform ant routing, a probability routing table is kept at each node. For
each entry d, nð Þ there exists a value pdn which gives the probability of routing a
packet destined for node d via neighboring node n. Nodes send periodic control
messages (ants) of the form hs, c, TTLh i which wander the network randomly.
Here, hs is the source address, c the cost of all links traversed so far, and TTL the
remaining time-to-live. Whenever a node receives such a control message from a
neighboring node l it updates its routing table as follows
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pdn ¼

pdn þ Δp
1þ Δp

, if n ¼ l

pdn
1þ Δp

if n 6¼ l

8>><
>>: (16)

with n∈Ni the set of neighbors of the current node i and Δp given by

Δp ¼ k
f cð Þ , k>0ð Þ (17)

where f cð Þ is a function of the total cost c and k the so-called learning rate of the
algorithm. It defines the weight of one ant and is generally less than 0.1.

As the number of nodes in the network increases, the number of ants goes up
and becomes a burden on the network. To improve scalability, the Scalable Ant-
based Routing algorithm borrows a technique from HSLS [40] to limit the TTL of
the control packets. The TTL Tk of the k-th ant is calculated as

Tk ¼ 2xkþ1 (18)

where

xk ¼ min xmax, max xjk � 0 mod2xð Þð Þð Þ: (19)

The authors suggest that xmax should be set to half the number of nodes in the
network.

Another improvement of this algorithm is the novel ant migration scheme.
Instead of a purely random walk, ants try to move as far away from the source as
possible. The idea is that ants should not “waste” their TTL in the neighborhood but
rather try to cover the whole network. They can find the “direction away from the
source” by following those links which have a low probability as a way to the source
in the routing table. Iow. when an ant originated from source s was received from
node m the probability q j that node j will be chosen as next-hop node among all
neighboring nodes except m is calculated as

q j ¼
1
psjPn

k¼1
1
psk
� 1

psm

(20)

to find the next link in direction away from the source. In this way, they use
their TTL most efficiently to reach nodes as far away from the source as possible
and get good coverage of the network.

3.6 PPRA

PPRA Prioritized Pheromone Aided Routing Algorithm was published by Jeon
and Kesidis in 2005 [41]. It is a multipath routing algorithm that considers both
energy and latency and supports dual-priority traffic. It is aimed at sensor
networks (WSNs) and MANETs with battery constraints and based on ARA [34]
(see also Section 3.2). Multipath routes are used to guard against route failures;
in case of a route breaking, the already set-up backup route can be used without
waiting for another route discovery phase. The multiple paths are also used for
load balancing. As the primary path’s pheromones degrade, traffic switches to the
alternate routes.
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The routing tables at each node ni consist of entries of the form
nd, nn, δi d, nð Þ, ei d, nð Þ
� �

or nd, nn, ∂i d, nð Þ, ei d, nð Þ
� �

where nd is the destination
node, nn the next hop node, δi d, nð Þ the TTL-pheromone or ∂i d, nð Þ the Delay-
pheromone respectively, and ei d, nð Þ the Energy-pheromone described later.

During route discovery the forward ants are broadcasted. Like in source
routing, they carry the source address and record all node addresses along the way.
Duplicate forward ants are not discarded as in single path algorithms. Instead, they
are used to set up alternative routes. Note that out of the paths found by the
duplicate ants only those which are link-disjoint are kept. Once a forward ant
reaches the destination, a backward ant is created, which takes the path found by
the forward ant back to the source. For the measurement of energy and delay,
periodic control packets are sent in addition to route discovery ants.

Pheromone types: There are three kinds of pheromones in PPRA: TTL-
pheromone (δ), Delay-pheromone (∂), and Energy-pheromone (e). The algorithm
has two variants. Variant 1 uses TTL-pheromone and Energy-pheromone, while
Variant 2 uses Delay-pheromone and Energy-pheromone.

TTL-pheromone is used to express the distance in hops (iow. the time-to-live a
packet traveling this path will use) and is calculated as

δi d, nð Þ≔ δi d, nð Þ þ β1 � TTL d, nð Þ (21)

with β1 a scaling constant and TTL d, nð Þ the number of hops between node d and
node n. Evaporation for TTL-pheromone is calculated as

δi d, nð Þ≔ δi d, nð Þ � β2 with 0< β2 < 1: (22)

For highly volatile networks a higher value of β2 can be used to decay stale routes
faster.
Energy-pheromone represents the battery status of the nodes in the path.
Similar to Eq. (21) it is calculated as

ei d, nð Þ≔ ei d, nð Þ þ α1 � Emin d, nð Þ (23)

with α1 a scaling constant. Emin represents the energy bottleneck on the path, i.e.
the lowest battery level encountered in a node along the path. Evaporation for
Energy-pheromone is calculated as

ei d, nð Þ≔ ei d, nð Þ � α2 with 0< α2 < 1: (24)

Delay-pheromone marks the cumulative queuing delay experienced along a
path. It is calculated analogously to TTL-pheromone as

∂
i d, nð Þ≔ ∂

i d, nð Þ þ γ1 �D d, nð Þ (25)

with γ1 a scaling constant and D d, nð Þ the cumulative queuing delay between
node d and node n. Evaporation for Delay-pheromone is calculated as

∂
i d, nð Þ≔ ∂

i d, nð Þ � γ2 with γ2 > 1: (26)

The algorithm distinguishes between latency-critical and non-critical traffic.
For latency-critical traffic, it always uses both pheromone levels (Energy- and
TTL-pheromone or Energy- and Delay-pheromone respectively) to determine the
route, for non-critical traffic only Energy-pheromone is considered.
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The transition rule for non-critical traffic is given in Eq. (27).

pie d, nð Þ ¼ ei d, nð ÞP
j∈Ni

ei d, jð Þ (27)

where Ni the set of neighboring nodes of i.
The transition rule for latency-critical traffic is calculated by combining

Energy-pheromone and TTL-pheromone (algorithm variant 1) or Energy-
pheromone and Delay-pheromone (algorithm variant 2) as shown in Eqs. (28)–(31)
respectively.

Variant 1 : pilat d, nð Þ ¼ θ � pie d, nð Þ þ piδ d, nð ÞP
j∈Ni

θ � pie d, jð Þ þ piδ d, jÞð �
� (28)

where

pxδ w, zð Þ ¼ δx w, zð ÞP
j∈Nx

δx w, jð Þ (29)

and Nx the set of neighboring nodes of x.

Variant 2 : pilat d, nð Þ ¼ θ � pie d, nð Þ þ piδ d, nð ÞP
j∈Ni

θ � pie d, jð Þ þ piδ d, jÞð �
� (30)

where

pi
∂
d, nð Þ ¼ 1=∂i d, nð ÞP

j∈Ni
1=∂i d, jð Þ

(31)

and Ni the set of neighboring nodes of i.

3.7 EEABR

Energy-Efficient Ant-Based Routing (EEABR) is a routing algorithm based on
the Ant Colony Optimization metaheuristic. It was developed for WSNs by Camilo
et al. in 2006 [42]. The major goal of this algorithm is to increase energy
efficiency. The authors propose three algorithms, basic, improved, and
energy-efficient ant routing.

pk r, sð Þ ¼

τ r, sð Þ½ �α E sð Þ½ �βP
u ∉ Mk

τ r, uð Þ½ �α E uð Þ½ �β
, if s ∉ Mk

0 if otherwise

8>>><
>>>:

(32)

where an ant k chooses with probability pk r, sð Þ to move from node r to node s,
τ r, sð Þ the amount of pheromone for link r, sð Þ, and E sð Þ being the factor η in the Ant
Colony Optimization metaheuristic. In this case, E sð Þ is calculated from the initial
energy level of the nodes C and es the actual energy level of the node by

E sð Þ ¼ 1
C� es

: (33)
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The backward ant of forward ant k drops pheromone according to the
pheromone update rule given in Eq. (34).

τk r, sð Þ≔ 1� ρð Þ � τk r, sð Þ þ Δτk: (34)

Here, 1� ρð Þ represents the evaporation and Δτk is calculated from the total
number of nodes N and the distance Fdk traveled by forward ant k as

Δτk ¼
1

N � Fdk
: (35)

The first improvement of this basic algorithm uses a refined function for calcu-
lating τk where the ant carries an energy vector. From this, the average energy level
of the path is calculated when the backward ant is created. While this makes it
possible to better monitor the energy level on the path it can lead to quite big
forward ants. Since in WSNs communication costs much more energy than local
calculation, the authors propose to save ant size by storing only the average (Eavgk)
and minimum energy (E min k) found on the path so far in the forward ant. The
pheromone update rule in the final EEABR algorithm is then given as:

τk r, sð Þ≔ 1� ρð Þ � τk r, sð Þ þ Δτk
φBdk

	 

(36)

where φ is a coefficient, Bdk the traveled distance of the backward ant in
hops and

Δτk ¼
1

C� E min k�Fdk
E avgk�Fdk

h i : (37)

Through factors φ and Bdk the backward ant loses part of its pheromone strength
while it travels back to the source – thereby giving shorter paths an advantage in the
routing table.

The authors also reduce the memory Mk of already visited nodes in the forward
ant to just the last two nodes visited. This means no full path information is stored
in the ant anymore, further reducing its size to achieve a so-called “light-weight”
ant. The tasks of loop detection and remembering the path back to the source now
fall to the nodes themselves. Nodes keep track of the forward ants using a structure
np, ns, antID, t
� �

where np is the previous node, ns the next (forward) node, antID the
ID of the ant and t a timeout value.

When a forward ant is received, a node checks the table whether this ant has
been received before. If yes, the ant is discarded as a loop was detected. If no, the
ant is forwarded according to the transition rule. When the backward ant returns to
the node, it looks up the way back to the source in this same table. The timeout
timer t controls how long the node keeps the entry in the table. This also determines
the maximum time a backward ant may take to come back via this node.

3.8 DDCHA

The Distributed, Data-Centric, Hierarchical Ant algorithm (DDCHA) is a com-
bination of a data-centric protocol with ants developed for WSNs. To aggregate
data, the sensor field is divided into subnets where the biggest distance between
nodes is still within communication range. Nodes are location-aware and join a
subnet based on their location relative to the sink. In each subnet, a core head and a
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gateway are chosen with the Distributed Energy-Core Generating Algorithm
(DECGA) described in the same paper as follows:

1.Initially, the sink node is the core head, and all sensor nodes are member
nodes.

2.Every node exchanges information about its function (core head, gateway,
member) and energy level with its neighbors periodically.

3. In every period, every node p computes its new state

• If there is no core head in a subnet, then the node with the largest surplus
energy becomes the core head.

• If p is neither a core head nor gateway but neighbor with at least one node
of a different subnet then p becomes a gateway.

The authors prove that this generates an energy-core Ψ in the network graph.
Routing is done with theDDCHA ant algorithm on top of this network structure

as follows: initially, all pheromone values are 0. Every core head can be seen as an
ant nest (source) which sends forward ants towards the sink of the WSN. Forward
and backward ants both mark their path with pheromones immediately. Unlike
ARA (and closer to ant behavior in nature), the ants do not mark the path back to
the source/destination but simply drop a fixed amount þΔ of pheromone on the
forward path. Ants also do not follow a probabilistic routing table but choose the
path with the highest amount of pheromone. If an ant can not move on anymore
(i.e., it got caught in a loop) it backtracks its path, decreasing the amount of
pheromone by �Δ on the way until it finds a new path. Loop detection is achieved
by keeping a forbidden-list of already visited nodes in the ant. Each member node
sends its data to the core head first which aggregates the data. The core head then
sends the data onto the sink of the WSN.

3.9 Approaches using colored pheromones

Several algorithms are known which make use of “colored pheromones”. This
means that trails can be distinguished not only by the amount of pheromone
dropped but also by the “color” of the pheromone. In the following, we introduce
three approaches for MANETs, WSNs, and WMNs respectively.

3.9.1 MACO

The original Ant Colony Optimization metaheuristic has some drawbacks in
terms of stagnation and adaptiveness. Stagnation occurs when a network reaches
convergence, and an optimal path is found and chosen by all ants. This, in turn,
reinforces this path so much that the probability of selecting other paths becomes
very low, which can lead to congestion on the “optimal” path. Adaptiveness
describes the ability of an algorithm to react to changes in the network. MACO
(Multiple Ant Colony Optimization) was developed to mitigate these problems in
MANETs by Sim and Sun in 2002 [43].

MACO uses several ant colonies in parallel, which each use their own color of
pheromone. The colonies are entirely separated and cannot sense pheromone other
than that of their own color.
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Similar to nature, the forward ants immediately drop pheromone on the paths
they take. I.e., a “red” forward ant Ar will drop þτr on the forward direction of a
link it chooses. The backward ant inherits the color from the forward ant and
chooses the path back to the source with the highest amount of pheromone in its
respective color. Backward ants also drop additional pheromone on the link on their
way back.

Depending on the number of ant colonies used in parallel, several paths from the
source to the sink can be found. These paths can then be used as alternative routes
for load-balancing. Consider the following example with two ant colonies, “red”
and “blue”. Lets assume that there are three paths through the network, one long
route R1 and two similarly short (=good) ones R2,R3 with R1 >R2 ≈R3. With just
one ant colony, the true minimum route would be chosen as the optimal path. With
two ant colonies, there is a possibility that one colony will find R2 as the shortest
path and the other colony R3. In this case, two alternative paths of similar quality
were found. Therefore, MACO increases the probability of exploring alternatives.

3.9.2 Division of labour in SANETS

Wireless SANETs (Sensor/Actuator Networks) are a form of WSN which also
contains actuators (eg. robots). The same energy constraints as in WSNs apply.

Labella and Dressler develop in [44] an ant-based algorithm for division of
labour and the routing of the respective traffic in SANETs. In their model, nodes can
perform different tasks (measurement of temperature, recording of sound, record-
ing of video, and movement). The goal is to distribute the tasks evenly in the
network to get good measurement coverage and not overload single paths with
high-load communications (video and audio transmissions).

Nodes choose tasks by employing the AntHocNet transition rule. The probability
for a node to choose task i from the task list Tagent is

P ið Þ ¼ τβtaskiP
k∈Tagent

τβtaskk

: (38)

Pheromones are updated depending whether the task could be completed suc-
cessfully or not by

τi ≔ min τmax, τi þ Δτ (39)

if successful and

τi ≔ max τmin, τi � Δτ (40)

if not.
Since tasks are inherently linked with the traffic they generate (simple

temperature values, sound, video, or command traffic for movements) tasks imply
traffic classes. To deal with these different classes, the authors employ colored
pheromones.

Each node i keeps separate routing tables cRi for each color c. Each entry cRi
nd for

going from node i via node n to destination d is of the form t, h, e, s,m, vh i where t is
an estimation of the transmission time, h the number of hops in the route, e the
energy required for transmission, s the minimal signal-to-noise ratio on the path,
and m and v are flags that indicate whether a node is mobile and still valid for
routing.
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The transition rule is taken from AntHocNet and evaluated for each color:

Pi
nd ¼

r cRi
nd

� �β
P

j∈Ni
d
r cRi

nd

� �β (41)

whereNi
d is the set of neighbors for which a path to d is known. A different value

for β is used during route discovery and data routing. r �ð Þ is a function r : R! þ

which evaluates the link statistics.
The algorithm also employs an elaborate probabilistic scheme to filter packets

and deliberately drop them to avoid congestion (eg. if a measurement value did not
change).

3.10 Other Ant-based Algorithms and Techniques

Other ant-based algorithms for Wireless Multi-Hop Networks include the
following:

AARAI: Ant Colony Algorithm with Adaptive Improvement was developed by
Zeng and He in 2005 [45]. It is targeted at MANETs, based on Ant Colony
Optimization and implements multipath routing.

IAQR: Improved Ant colony QoS Routing, developed by Liu et al. in 2007 [46]
is based on Ant Colony System [31] and has the goal to improve QoS routing in
MANETs. The transition rule is taken from AntHocNet. It measures each link
delay, bandwidth, jitter, and cost and for each node queueing delay, packet
loss, jitter, and cost. It uses a global update rule for QoS optimization which
changes the decay factor of the pheromone to account for link quality.

Ant-AODV: Ant-Ad Hoc On-Demand Distance Vector Routing by
Marwaha et al. [47] combines AODV [12] with ants. It is targeted atMANETs.
Ants are used during the route discovery phase to reduce route discovery
latency.

Zhang, Kuhn, and Fromherz [48] introduce three new ant routing algorithms
for WSNs: Sensor-driven and Cost-aware ant routing (SC), Flooded Forward
ant routing (FF), and Flooded Piggybacked ant routing (FP). In SC, they
introduce the concept of “sensing ants” which can “smell” other nodes from
afar. This is facilitated by exchange of cost estimates from neighboring nodes
via HELLO-messages. In FF, forward ants are flooded using the broadcast
channel of theWSN and in FP forward ants and data ants are combined to save
communications overhead.

Other techniques use ants not directly to perform routing but to support the
actual routing algorithm. Examples of these are described in the following.

GPSAL: GPS/Ant-Like Routing Algorithm by Câmara and Loureiro [49, 50] is a
location based routing algorithm designed for MANETs and WMNs. Its goal is
to use location information to reduce the number of routing messages and
speed up route recovery. The assumption is that nodes are equipped with
location finding devices like GPS (Global Positioning System). Nodes ni keep
routing tables which contain nd, loccurr dð Þ, locprev dð Þ,TTL locprev dð Þ

� �
, type dð Þ

� �
where nd is the destination node, loccurr dð Þ the current location of nd, locprev dð Þ
the previous location of nd, TTL locprev dð Þ

� �
the time-to-live of the previous

location of nd, and type dð Þ the mobility type (mobile, stationary) of nd. Ants
are only used to collect and seminate location information to the routing tables
of the nodes. The actual routing is then calculated on the location entries using
a shortest-path algorithm.
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T-ANT was developed in 2006 by Selvakennedy et al. [51]. It uses ants for
cluster head election inWSNs. The algorithm uses elements from Scalable Ant-
based Routing [38] described before (see Section 3.5). The actual routing is
performed using a greedy routing scheme.

Ant-aggregation was developed by Misra and Mandal in 2006 [52] for use in
WSNs. Here, ants are not used for routing but to determine the optimal in-
network data-aggregation points (the optimal nodes for data-aggregation in
the WSN). The algorithm is based on Ant Colony Optimization.

4. Conclusions

The versatile and dynamic nature of Wireless Multi-Hop Networks requires
routing algorithms that are robust, adaptable, and scalable. Ant Algorithms are
inspired from the self-organizing foraging behavior of natural ants, which show an
incredible ability for robustness, adaptation and scalability despite being based on a
set of simple mechanisms. In this chapter, we have first reviewed the seminal ant
routing algorithm developed for routing in such networks, AntHocNet. In the fol-
lowing, we investigate more specific algorithms: ARA is a simple version of an ant
colony optimization approach for routing in MANETs. ARAMA is targeted at
MANETs and WSNs and focuses on fair energy use between the nodes of the
network. EEABR is another algorithm focusing on energy efficiency, providing a
more fine-grained selection of routing mechanisms. DDCHA is a data-centric pro-
tocol which divides a sensor field into subnets of nodes within communication
range. AMQR is a routing algorithm for MANETs that extends upon ARA. A con-
cept for dual-priority traffic, together with a notion of energy and latency con-
straints, is reported in the PPRA algorithm. To match requirements of different
traffic types, we have also reviewed approaches using colored pheromones – here
the colored pheromones form separate routing layers representing different route
properties such as latency, jitter, or bandwidth. Two representatives of this class of
algorithms are MACO and SANETs have been reviewed in this chapter.

Ant-inspired algorithms can be successfully applied for routing in Wireless
Multi-Hop Networks, but due to the difficulty of the problem and different
requirements priorities among Wireless Multi-Hop Networks, they have not con-
verged into s single solution. Instead, we are facing an increasing number of algo-
rithms and protocols following this idea. A short insight into this is given in the
section on other ant-based algorithms for Wireless Multi-Hop Networks. Consider-
ing the constant change of sensor network hardware and software together with
probably slightly different requirements, we are expecting this trend to continue
and foresee new ant routing algorithms in the future.
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